
TOP 10 TIPS FOR GROWING A LIST FILLED WITH IDEAL CLIENTS!

1. Create a Magnetic Free Opt-In that gives value to your ideal clients and links to the type of support you are 
able to offer them through your business.  

2. Share your Opt-In on your Facebook Page, in Facebook Groups and on Instagram. 

3. Offer Free Training Calls or Webinars regularly on topics that connect to the key needs and desires of your 
ideal clients.  

4. Use Livestream to connect to and build your tribe regularly.  You can share the ink to your opt-in live on 
the video to convert attendees into authentic list members.  

5. Ask people to share your free opt-In with friends or colleagues that they think would find it valuable and 
helpful.  

6. Poll Your Audience and see what they are most interested in receiving support around before you create 
your free opt-In ~ make sure that what you create also aligns with your soul and feels joyful and fun to create.  

7. Find out what groups your ideal clients like and spend time on in Facebook, like those groups and 
consistently show up, build relationships, be your authentic self and get to know people.   

8. Target Facebook Ads to your fans and followers and invite your existing Facebook Fans to your list with your 
Free Opt-In...they already know you so they are much more likely to opt-in.  

9. Direct readers of your blog to a Free Opt-In...if they've taken the time to read what you've shared they are 
more likely want to be on your list!  

10. Go on into our Fiercely Courageous Soul Facebook Group and Introduce yourself! This is the perfect place 
to build authentic relationships online and share! Don't be afraid to give too much value - it's your time to shine! 
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http://www.facebook.com/groups/fiercelycourageous


An opt-in is the term for the form your new contacts fill out when they sign up to receive something from you, 
like you did to receive this! Typically, they enter their name and email address in exchange for receiving a free 
gift.  This adds them to your list and provides a way for your to deliver something of value that will serve and 
support them and introduce them to your work. 

Every single opt-in I create comes from a burst of inspiration that I decide to follow through on. It's important 
that you're tapped into your soul and to the energy of your ideal clients before you dive into creation. A little bit 
of basic market research can help you with understanding your ideal clients in a deeper way. The main reasons 
I suggest this are:  

1. You want to make sure your creation aligns with the wants, needs and desires of the people you would most 
love to work with.  
2.  You want to create your opt-in with the actual language your ideal clients use, so that they'll recognize that 
it's for them and so that they'll be able to relate to it and use it!  

Sometimes, as professionals, we can get caught up in talking in transformed language - we forget where we 
were when we needed these resources ourselves. We want to meet our ideal clients right where they are and 
give them something valuable that they can implement and see results from! Something to propel them 
forward or support them in one specific area.  

An opt-in is magnetic when it's geared towards something your ideal clients want or need NOW. If they need it 
a year from now, it loses it's magnetism.  They might still sign up for it, but the likelihood of them using it now or 
gaining value from it now are lower and that means they're not truly getting to connect to you.  

Part of the point of an opt-in is for your ideal clients to be able to get to know you...to see what kind of 
information and value you have to offer to them. It's often the precursor to them getting to know, like and trust 
you enough to book a session or sign up for a program you offer.  

When you create your opt-in, keep in mind that you want your ideal clients to use or implement the tool or 
piece of information you share with them in a way that will get them closer to their goal or desire! You want to 
them experience a WIN (small step towards their goal or desire) so that they feel and know that by connecting 
further with you you're going to support them in experiencing more wins!  

If you don't know how to even begin making your opt-in, I have another free resource on the homepage of my 
website titled Create a Magnetic Opt-In!  Hop on over and download that and it'll walk you through everything 
you need to know.  
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Magnetic Free Opt-In
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You've taken the time and put in the energy to create something your ideal clients will LOVE and USE to 
support them with their goals.  The biggest mistake entrepreneurs make next is putting it up on their website 
and expecting people to find it all on their own, without ever mentioning it. You need to shine a light on it, talk 
about it and put out the invitation for people to sign up for it regularly!  

It helps A LOT if you have an opt-in that you yourself feel excited and passionate about. The energy you create 
from is everything. If you're doing it because you think you should, if you're focusing ONLY on what your ideal 
clients want but not looking within to see where that meets what sparks your soul...it will feel harder to share 
and promote.  

Here are some key strategies for making sure your opt-in gets seen by those who want and need it:  

1. Have it on the home page of your website and make it obvious and visible. You want to make it as easy and 
convenient as possible for your ideal clients to find it.  

2. Have a link to it in the description of your Facebook group and/or on your Facebook business page.  

3. Make sure your personal Facebook page has a link to your business one. You can include the URL for your 
business in the ABOUT section of your personal page.  

4. Pin a Welcome Video to the top of your Facebook business page and include a specific CTA (call to action) 
for people to sign up.  

5. Use linktr.ee to include a link to your opt-in on your Instagram profile.  

6. Include a link on your thank you page so that people who have signed up for your opt-in can SHARE it with 
their friends on Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn. 
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Sharing Your Opt-In

Offer FreeTraining Calls or Webinars regularly on topics that connect to the key needs and desires of your ideal 
clients. If you are working on actively growing or expanding your business aim for at least 2 per month - make 
sure people need to opt-in to register.  This is a fantastic way to build your list and one of the MAIN ways I built 
mine. Don't be afraid to give away too much information, focus on showing up and shining. Share value with 
your community and give from your heart and soul - also be sure to always let them know what the next step is 
because we all know that one training call or webinar is not enough to help someone with EVERYTHING. 

Training Calls and Webinars
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Put yourself out there and don't hide. You are needed and wanted. You have so much value to share. Let 
yourself be seen.  If you're not yet comfortable on video, hold yourself in the light of love and compassion and 
work your way up to it. Start by simply posting and writing, share photos of yourself, share authentically and let 
people get to know you.  Be present consistently. Before you feel ready, take the leap to share yourself on 
video. You might even start with the camera facing away from you - maybe you'll record a flickering candle 
while you talk or a pretty view in nature. Getting on video is one of the quickest and most effective ways to 
connect to and build your tribe. If you have a small Facebook group make sure you're not limiting yourself by 
doing videos only in that group - share your brilliance with a bigger audience as well. Go LIVE on your business 
page and on Instagram.  You can share the link to your opt-in while you're live on the video to convert 
attendees into authentic list members. 
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Livestream, Post, Engage

Ask, Believe and Receive!

Never be afraid to invite people to share your free opt-In with friends or colleagues that they think would find it 
valuable. You can ask on your livestreams, in your Facebook or Instagram posts and on the thank you page that 
people see after they register for your opt-in. 

Choose to install the belief that people are EXCITED to share you with the people they love. Think of a time you 
shared something you were passionate about or inspired by with someone else and how easy and natural it 
was.  

The only thing that makes asking people to share awkward is OUR OWN comfort level with it.  If we believe no 
one wants to share, our ask is going to feel uncomfortable and won't come across the same way.  

Remember that by asking you're not forcing anyone to share, you're simply reminding them that they can and 
inviting them to do so if they feel aligned with that.  Most viewers are so caught up with the material that sharing 
it doesn't even occur to them, it's your job to remind them that it's an option and to let them know how much 
you would appreciate it too! Most people don't realize this would be helpful to you!  

In all honesty, I'm not a fan of people I don't know too well private messaging me out of the blue to ask me to 
share their content with my connections - it doesn't feel organic...if however I'm in the middle of watching 
something they're doing where they're offering me value and supporting me I LOVE when they remember to 
ask me to share. I may not always share, but when I feel called to I will!  

When we don't ask we literally block ourselves from the opportunity to receive new connections.  
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If you're not sure what your ideal clients most want or need - ask them!  If you've had an inspired idea about an 
opt-in you'd love to create, check in with them and see if this is something that aligns. Ask them what else 
they'd love to see in it and let them feel the excitement and energy as you prepare to create something new 
that is specifically tailored to them! People LOVE this and they tend to be so happy to give their feedback. 
Remember, if someone is in your group or following your page, they CHOSE that because they wanted to be 
connected. They feel you have value to offer and they appreciate it when you share and when you create new 
content for them!  

Creating a poll on Facebook is quick and easy. Alternately, if you want some more extensive responses you 
could use typeform.com to create a survey or questionnaire for people to fill out.  
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Poll your Audience

Spend time in the Right Places 

Find out what groups your ideal clients like and spend a little bit of time each day on Facebook. Join those 
groups and consistently show up, build relationships, be your authentic self and get to know people. It's not 
enough for you to post and then disappear, you need to engage and interact on other people's posts too. Be 
helpful, be open, be yourself. Think of someone whose posts you love to see, why do you love them? How do 
you feel when you see that person share, engage or interact on social media?  

Follow new friends on Instagram and get to know them, read their posts, respond in meaningful and authentic 
ways.  

It doesn't have to take a lot of time, it's about the quality of how you show up as your true self to build real 
relationships. Don't be the person who only ever shows up when they have something to promote. Don't be the 
person who only wants to teach and talk at people but never wants to learn or talk WITH people.  

Build real relationships that feel joyful and expansive to you...when you do this then spending a bit of time each 
day on Facebook and Instagram becomes a pleasure instead of another thing on your to-do list. 
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If you're brand new to building your business online I don't recommend jumping into Facebook ads yet. When 
you do it's important to be able to specifically target your Facebook Ads to your fans and followers as well as to 
those likely to be ideal clients.  When you start, sharing with your existing Facebook Fans is a fantastic way to 
get your email list growing with a group of people who already know, like and trust you. When you create ads 
you want to be sure to monitor the progress and effectiveness of the ads closely so that you're using your 
money in the best way. It's easy to throw money at Facebook and have no idea where it's gone. Educate 
yourself and create ads with intention or have someone who knows them inside and out help you so that you 
can maximize your investment.  
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Focused Facebook Ads

Direct readers to your opt-in

If you have a blog or write articles for journals or magazines make sure you have told people about your free 
opt-in.  People who have taken the time to read what you've shared are more likely want to be on your list! 
Often, when I love what someone has written or shared and found great value in it, I'm LOOKING for how to get 
onto their list! You can include the link right in the body of your blog post to make it easy for people to click 
over and sign up. Make sure to have all links open into a NEW WINDOW so that the page they're on is still there 
for them to access after they've signed up.  You want to give people every opportunity to browse your website.  

Nourish Community

Go on into our Fiercely Courageous Soul Facebook Group and introduce yourself! This is the perfect place to 
build authentic relationships online and share! It's your time to shine and this is a beautiful, safe space to start 
in.  

Focus on nourishing your community and your ideal clients will be so very happy to sign up for your list. 
Remember that you have value to share with the world. People need and want your support.  

Being a part of groups like this one were an integral part of my list building and my confidence as I gathered the 
courage to continue to put myself out into the world in new ways.  

Never forget that authentic list building is all about building real relationships. When people join your list, 
love them, appreciate them, share with them, show up for them and remember they WANT to hear from you!  
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If you'd love support as you build and grow your soulful business I invite you to join me in my private
mastermind group.  

 
In this group I offer business coaching, intuitive mentorship and personalized guidance every single month!  

 
This entrepreneurial journey can be a lonely one at times, but you're not alone.  

 
We are rising together.  

 
 
 

Click to Learn More

Did you find this helpful?

Soulful Success
MASTERMIND
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